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Your automobile is one of the most important investments you will make aside from your house.
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Article Body:
Your automobile is one of the most important investments you will make aside from your house.
Imagine the dread when you find the first dent or scratch on your new vehicle. Unfortunately,

Birds, trees, and dust all pose a scratch hazard to your car. They may seem harmless, but look

Birds
Don´t you just hate it when those birds just can´t seem to let loose their bombs unless there
Bird droppings are acidic and could cause discoloration or even corrosion to your paint finish

Trees
We all love them for the shade. But trees have a deadly sense of retribution. Falling branches

Dust
You might think that your car paint can weather dust storms. Unfortunately that armor of paint

Thieves!
That thin lining of cloth might not look like it can repel large hazards to your car. But, loo

Rain
Rain is usually harmless. But a strong downpour could assist dust and other debris in scratchi

Sunshine
Harsh UV rays and the intense heat of the Sun can bleach the color right out of your car. A ca

Winter
Your car´s finish will have no problem with the cold. It will, though, have a problem with the
Things to Consider in Choosing the Right Car Cover Consider the following when choosing a car
1. The places where you park and how frequent you use your car
2. Weather in the places you often drive to

3. What color will work best in the weather you drive. For sunny areas a light color helps kee

4. Parking areas. Make sure you know the hazards of your parking area. And be prepared to choo

5. The number of people and the crime rate at your parking lot. This will decide whether you w

Choosing car covers might sound trivial to some. But for the well-informed person (that´s you)
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